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About This Game

"Shake Your Money Simulator 2016" is the newest spend-money simulation which will teach your wallet to hide money from
your eyes . Besides , this is a first game in 2016 , where you can finally look at pixel opossum !

Features

 Deep storyline

 You can spend money

 You can't earn money

 You can spend more money that you actually have

 Opossum

 Made with love by CharlieH

Coming Features?
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Feel free to ask me about new things in community hub .
Together - we will do "Shake Your Money Simulator 2016" better !
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Publisher:
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could have been great - but looks like its dead in the water.. Bought game, though it might be good sim, but well disappointed,
controls are well to complicated for a mac with only a keyboard, waste of money.. Its a really fun game to play with friends.
THIS GAME IS A GEM!
It's prettymuch a beat 'em up clicker so prepare your fingermuscles.
Reasons to buy it:
- It's cheap
- It's beautiful, colourful and the animations are awesome
- Jokes about our time
- Fun for hours, challenging
- Cool design, I mean the main character is a fu*** chicken
Reasons to not buy it:
- If you're getting offended by pretty much any little thing then you probably shouldn't buy it .. This is a HD remake of the
Luxor franchise of match-3 ball matching games. Using a mechanic similar to Bust-A-Move (which they invariably ripped off
to make this franchise), the balls follow a track instead of being stuck together on the ceiling. Otherwise the gameplay is
identical.

This particular edition crashes immediately as soon as you interact with it, chewing up 100% of one CPU and locking every
desktop you have so you need to switch users or log out to terminate the process. So not only is it unplayable, it's a complete
frustration to kill it and recover your PC after it dies on you. This should be removed from Steam. $14.50 for a broken game...
nope.. oh no, this game + total realism mod will steal a lot of my future freetime..
alright, my life in a basement shall continue.. This game is really fun and interesting. I adore everything from characters,
animations and those annoying enemies with debuffs. Everything keeps you coming back for more. I already look forward to
playing it anew when everything is complete and finalized...although it will take some time - as some levels are tough cookies.
Thank you very much for making this game! :D. Doesn't run on a modern, mostly non-♥♥♥♥♥♥ computer.. Its ok but
Patrician games are better
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This game is really fun! There is always something to do because when you think you've done everything there's still something
new to do. Good game with good story.Its immersive environment and soundtrack will mesmerize you for sure.And the
achievements are quite fun to collect .This game has only 5 achievements and you can complete them easily.A very good indie
game comparing its price. The GTA everyone has been anticipating. ing worst game I have ever played.. Great insight from the
developers about the conception of the now completed Doorways series. If you're a fan of the series then this is an interesting
experience with a little platforming on the side.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d44eFjOo1lY. A really fun game with a nice idea of playing cooperatively between the
person playing with the VR headset and a person sitting by the computer. Requires cooperation and generates joint laughter.

It is a very enjoyable puzzle game. My wife and I are playing it together and she says it's an especially nice experience for
people who are in love. :)

Big thanks to the creators for making the game!. Very hard, often punishingly so. A perfect recreation of an 8-bit side-scroller,
complete with the niggling issues that made those games so frustrating. 3 lives, no continues. So you die 3 times, you start again.
Janky controls that end up getting you stuck on walls, shooting into mid air and trapped in corners. The enemies can take much
less damage than you but that's about their only weakness. Constantly and almost immediately respawning, it's clear the
developers had little imagination as to where the game would go and instead made one intensely hard level that with enough
practise you could likely complete in around 30 minutes. Problem is, I don't have the will to memorize enemy locations and
wrestle with outdated controls to actually get that far.. This game isn't as better as the original Amiga version as this game isn't
as well balanced and the side-scrolling sucks. Plus when you get hit you don't get a 2 second shield to recover.. Unlocks are too
difficult to get. I've only put in like 8 hours but still, i'm just running in and dying in the same place every time over and over.
No progression because of a grind wall that is unnecessary for pc.
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